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History of the Sales Sheet 
I don’t want to presume that I invented the sales sheet for board game designers, but I will say 
that I never saw one used before I made some for the games Sen-Foong Lim and I designed. It 
all started back in 2006 when I went to my first convention. Back then, Sen and I had no idea 
what to do or how to do it, but we had designed 6 games and wanted to figure out how to get 
them published. We had one connection to a publisher 
through a friend, and while he liked the game we showed 
him, he wasn’t ready to sign it. He mentioned that he was 
going to GAMA and asked if we were going so we could 
meet up and chat about it. Well, I guess we are going now! 
Seeing that it was in Vegas and closer for me to fly from 
Vancouver than for Sen to get there from Ontario, I was 
planning to fly down and represent the Bamboozle 
Brothers! 

 
Before going we gave some thought to how we’re going to present 
our games. You have to remember that there were no online 
resources like there are now for game designers! We didn’t know 
how to do it! My day job was working for the training department for 
Best Buy Canada and I’ve had to organize a lot of trade shows for 
vendors. One thing that vendors always wanted to do back then 
was to hand out a sales sheet that summarized their key products 
and reviewed the differences between their models. This got me 
thinking and I wondered if we should make some sort of sales 
sheet to hand out to publishers. It couldn’t hurt so we came up with 
a format and made a sales sheet for each of our games. 
 

I printed 10 copies for each one and off I went to GAMA. I spent the first part of the morning 
simply walking around and assessing each booth and the games that they each offered. 
Eventually, when I got my nerve up enough to approach one that wasn’t busy, I walked up to a 
publisher and asked if they were looking at submissions. Their response to this usually landed 
in one of these four buckets: 
 

1) Nope 
2) No, but here’s a business card for the person who does take care of that back at the 

office 
3) Sure, let’s set up a time this weekend to do it 
4) Sure, what do you got? 
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For 3 and 4, I could tell that they weren’t super excited to meet me, and that’s fair because they 
were hoping that I was a retailer wanting to buy a few crates of their games from them. 
However, once I did get their attention, I pulled out the sales sheets and reviewed them with the 
publisher. 
 
This was a huge turning point for me. 
 
I could tell the publishers were surprised and, dare I say impressed - either with the games I 
was showing, or possibly because I had these sales sheets. Their body language opened up 
and their dialogue became a lot warmer and more friendly. That very first game convention I 
went to, I brought 6 games and sales sheets for each, and I went home with hardly any sales 
sheets left! 
 
While I didn’t sign any games from that first convention, I have two more stories to tell about 
why I believe in sales sheets so much. 
 
The following year I headed back to GAMA, with new designs as well as improved designs from 
the batch of games I presented last year. One afternoon when I was just walking around, I saw 
a couple guys setting up a prototype. Eager to meet other designers, I offered my help if they 
want another playtester. They were happy to have me sit in and playtest their game. We started 
chatting and when they asked why I was there I replied that I too, was a game designer and I 
brought out my sales sheets for them to review. They particularly liked a game called Belfort 
and asked to test that one afterwards. I thought that was super nice and agreed.  
 
So about ¾ of the way through playtesting their game I realized that they were not the designers 
of this game we were playing - they 
were the publisher, Tasty Minstrel 
Games. I started to get a bit excited! 
We finished the game they were 
testing (Homesteaders!), and set up 
and tested Belfort. Observant 
readers might know how this story 
finishes, but they really liked it and 
asked to play it again the next day. 
We did and they asked to sign it! All 
of this because I helped some 
random people playtest their game 
AND because I was prepared and 
had sales sheets ready. 
 
The second story was in 2007 when I went to San Diego Comic Con. Now this isn’t known to 
have much board game presence, but you never know, so I took my sales sheets with me. I get 
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to the hotel and then head up to my room where my friend is already there. Once I open the 
door to the room I see that I have forgotten my luggage by the front desk - oops! I run back 
down and as I get in the elevator, there’s another guy in there too. I ask him if he’s here for the 
big comic convention, and he said that he was, and that he worked for a board game publisher. 
WHAT? Really? I told him that’s odd because I am a board game designer. We were both 
dumbstruck and agreed to meet up for breakfast the next morning. Wow, so glad I brought my 
sales sheets! I reviewed the sales sheets with him and he was interested in our games. He 
invited Sen and I to come down and visit their plant. The publisher was Buffalo Games, and they 
were located close to Sen in Buffalo, New York.  
 
The next time I was in Ontario we set up a meeting to visit them and we had a great time getting 
a tour of their plant, and pitching games (using sales sheets again) to their entire board. While 
we didn’t find a match with them (though they liked Junk Art - then called Junkyard - a lot, but 
they couldn’t figure out how to manufacture it!), we made a good connection and we’re still in 
talks with them today, trying to find something we can partner on together. 

How I use Sales Sheets today 
I still make sales sheets today because they still provide three main benefits to me: 

1. Make the most out of my time with a publisher 
When I set up a meeting to pitch 
games to a publisher, I’m usually 
pitching 3-8 games to them at a 
time. While I will prioritize the 
games that make sense to that 
publisher, sometimes you never 
know what a publisher is looking 
for, so I want to show them ALL 
my games! When I sit down for my 
30 minute session with a 
publisher, after some pleasantries, 
I bring out my sales sheets and I 
let them know that I plan to review 
each game very quickly and I tell 
them that when I’m done, they can 
choose which games they want to 
know more about.  
Publishers also love this approach because they now know that they’re not stuck 
listening to one 30-minute pitch for a game that they knew within 5 minutes wasn’t a 
game for them. Without sales sheets, a designer would have to either describe 
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everything with words, or pull out aspects of each game to demonstrate. Sales sheets 
help paint the picture better and make the best use of the short amount of time you 
usually have when pitching. 

2. Better than a Business Card 
Sales sheets are great for publishers that are interested in your game, but can’t take a 
prototype with them right now. This gives them something tangible with your name and 
contact info on it as well as a summary of your game. Sometimes the person you’re 
pitching to has to go back to their team and use these sales sheets to pitch to them, so 
leaving the publishers with a sales sheet is better than a business card.  

3. Acts as the game’s promoter 
Sometimes I get contacted by a publisher or I reach out to a publisher to see if they’d be 
interested in a game I helped to design. In these instances I attach the sales sheet so 
the sales sheet can do all the promoting for me and it saves me from retyping out the 
info in an email. All that text in an email would look quite boring too, so this is a great 
way for you to show off your game to a publisher if you’re not meeting them face to face. 

 
While I’m not saying that every designer needs to have a sales sheet for their games, I’m saying 
that this has worked and continues to work for me. I have been in situations where I’m only 
pitching one game and have either not bothered showing them the sales sheet, or I didn’t even 
have one. This happens when the idea is pretty fresh but I have an opportunity to show a 
publisher now - so I show them without a sales sheet! So now that you know the history and the 
benefits of sales sheets, lets see how we can make them. 

Commonalities in my Sales Sheet 
The last few pages of this document are actual sales sheets for games that have been signed 
by publishers: 

1. Belfort, by Tasty Minstrel Games 
2. Akrotiri by Z-Man Games 
3. Junkyard / Junk Art by Pretzel Games 
4. Rack Your Brain / Another Dimension by CSE Games 
5. In the Hall of the Mountain King by Burnt Island Games 
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You can see a few things right off the bat: 
 

1. I’m not an artist or a graphic designer, and publishers never expect you to be. 
2. That said, I have a bit of an eye for layout and presentation, and a bit of this skill just 

helps present your game in the best possible light that you can. 
3. Besides the first one for Belfort (we’ll talk about that in a minute), you can see that white 

space is as important as the information you’re trying to convey 
4. I use a consistent format and layout for all my sales sheets. This is because if I’m 

pitching multiple games to one publisher, then they’ll know where to look for the 
information they want to know on each sheet - instead of having to relearn a new layout. 

5. While I know that they will obviously make an awesome logo for the game if they were to 
sign it, I do spend a bit of time making a logo that helps with the branding and identity of 
that game. This will help it stand out if it gets merged with sales sheets from other 
designers. Besides the Junkyard logo, all other logos are just an appropriate looking font 
I found for free online! 

6. For those that know my games, you’ll notice how much development on each game has 
happened since pitching these games. Junkyard changed to Junk Art; Akrotiri changed 
from 2-5 players to only 2 players and originally it looks like players were trying to find 
Atlantis; some rule changes in Belfort; Rack Your Brain changed names to Another 
Dimension and In the Hall of the Mountain King changed from individual boards to one 
central board. This might be interesting for you to know because your game is not done 
once you submit it. Maybe they will develop it further or maybe they’ll ask you to develop 
it more. Hopefully you approach this as a partnership and work with the publishers as 
much as you can. Don’t feel like you need to lose every battle though. Stand up for 
things that are important, but definitely understand that the publisher is trying to make 
the game fit more with their brand, and if you don’t comply enough, the deal might fall 
through. 
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Elements of a Sales Sheet 

1. Logo  

Spend a bit of time and find a font online that helps get across the theme or feeling that 
matches your game. Ensure it’s easy to read. This is definitely the first thing a publisher 
will see when looking at your sales sheet. You want them to remember the name of your 
game, so don’t hide it, don’t make it in a cute but obscuring font and don’t clutter it with 
other info around it - let it breathe. 

2. Tagline 
I like to include a one line phrase that sums up the game or experience that publishers 
can expect of the game. I only started doing this more recently, and I will continue to do 
it. Here’s one thing about all written communication that exists in the world: You’re never 
sure when the reader is going to stop reading. You can’t guarantee that everyone is 
going to read the entire thing - or even one more sentence. So I like to make a logo for 
the game’s name as that is the first thing that usually catches people’s eye, and then the 
tagline is right under that. If they had to stop reading right there, then they should have a 
decent amount of information about your game already. I don’t claim to be great at 
creating taglines for my games, but I believe it’s still beneficial. 
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3. Images 

The majority of the sales sheet should be taken up by pictures. This is for two reasons:  
a. Pictures are more eye catching than a wall of text (lesson learned from our 

Belfort sales sheet - so much text!) 
b. When using sales sheets to pitch your game, I’ve found that I like to show how a 

turn works in the game. If the images are in-game pictures of an example of play, 
then you can easily point out what’s happening. This is super apparent in the 
Akrotiri sales sheet. Look how big those pictures are! I wanted to highlight the 
key differentiator for Akrotiri, which is how temples are found. Using this sales 
sheet I was able to demonstrate that without having to bring out any components. 

 
Pictures don’t have to be photographs. I do prefer photographs when possible as it also 
helps publishers understand the components better and even scale. But I found it hard 
to do photos for Rack Your Brain and decided to use art instead. 

4. Gameplay text  
The text that accompanies the images should be short and sweet. I’ve seen too many 
sales sheets where designers are trying to cram all their rules into this one sheet. The 
publisher doesn’t care about your rule right now. They don’t care if you draw 2 cards and 
discard 1, or how many spaces a token moves. Instead focus on the key elements that 
make your game unique and worth publishing. I think a sales sheet is kind of like a 
resume: both should entice the reader to want to know more.  
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You can see for our early sales sheets like Belfort, I used way too much text. I would 
simplify that down to:  
 

● Place different workers to gain resources and other benefits 
● Use resources to build properties in one of 5 districts 
● Score for the most properties in each district on each scoring round.  

 
Tons of information is missing - what about the gnomes, or the guilds, or the turn order, 
or majority scoring for the workers? Well, you do have more space to get into a bit more 
detail in the Details section, but the publisher doesn’t need to know ALL the rules right 
now. Leave them wanting more! 

5. Details  
On my sales sheets the Details sections are the columns down the right-hand side 
(except for the Belfort sales sheet).  

a. Stats  
I use icons to describe the number of players, 
game length and age range. As I mentioned 
before, if you’re showing multiple sales sheets at 
the same time, having this info as icons and 
always in the same spot, will make it easy for the 
publisher to quickly glance at this info without 
having to question me or search for it. 

b. The Pitch 
This is where you have a bit more room to write up your pitch. This should be 
able to stand alone for those instances where you’re not pitching face to face, but 
also because sometimes the person you’re talking to simply takes your sales 
sheet and shows it to someone else. The person you pitched to, may or may not 
embellish with their experience of hearing your pitch - you don’t know. Take your 
time and ensure that you capture things like the theme and who players are 
playing in your game; some discussion of the mechanics; highlighting what’s 
unique and general excitement. 

c. Component list 
This is usually pretty important to publishers. I know some publishers are just 
eyeballing this list and calculating costs in their head while I’m pitching the game! 
Some publishers will take a look at your component list and will know 
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immediately if it’s not for them. And remember - this is great! The sooner you and 
the publisher can identify which games are definitely not for them, then the 
sooner we can move onto (and spend more time with) the games they are 
interested in!  

6. Contact info  
Seems like a no-brainer, but I’ve had publishers receive entire prototypes without 
anyone’s name on it! They liked it but didn’t know who to contact in order to send a 
contract! Wowza! The same goes for the sales sheet. Phone, email and mailing address. 
This is also useful if they do take your prototype and end up passing on publishing the 
game but are kind enough to mail it back to you. 

Progress and changes 
You can see the changes I made to the sales sheets as I learned what was effective and what 
wasn’t useful. Let’s take a look at the Belfort sales sheet as that was made in the first couple 
years of us designing games. 

Mechanics 
I ended up not highlighting the mechanics 
with icons as I did at the start. There were 
some games that were harder to make 
icons for and it looked silly with only one 
icon there, so for consistency, I got rid of 
that section. 

Why will this game sell 
This seemed like a nice thing to do - and I thought it made us look like we know the business. 
We’ve received feedback that it rubbed some publishers the wrong way. Who are we to tell a 
publisher what their customers want? So we removed this section but you’ll see that we moved 
some elements to the Details section, like the fact that the guilds offer replayability in Belfort. 
That’s still an interesting selling point and is worth mentioning. 

Who are the Bamboozle Brothers  
I’m not sure if anyone ever read this section! I think it might have even added confusion to some 
publishers. Why do we have a brand name for us as designers? Are we a company that they 
have to partner with to publish this game? Even though some people know Sen and I as the 
Bamboozle Brothers (which is fine - and funny to me!), we don’t actively promote that to 
publishers. With this area gone, it left more room for pictures! 
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Summary 
Sales sheets have been an integral part of my success as a game designer. I like to think that it 
makes me look professional - like someone who wants to succeed as a game designer. They 
help me maximize my time with publishers when I’m meeting with them at a convention - where 
time is scarce and I am running from one meeting to another. They do take some time and effort 
to create them, but the benefits far outweigh the time needed. Whatever you choose to do, good 
luck designing and pitching your games! 
 
Check back on FailFaster.ca for more stories about the lessons I learned from playtesting 
games.  
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3-5 60-90
min

60-90
min 12+

Why will this game sell?
� Resource Management, Worker Placement

and Area Majority are hot genres for Euro
games

� Game play has a ‘common sense’ flow
(easy to understand) but offers deep
strategy for great replay value

� Belfort is flexible for expansions or for other
games set in the same world

� Guild cards offer great replay-ability as only
5 are used during one game

What’s the big idea?
The King wants a new castle and a surrounding town built around
it.  He has hired the top architects in the country to complete it.
Belfort has players collecting resources to make their buildings
and then use the benefits that these buildings provide to make
their buildings faster.

What kind of game is it?

Resource
Management

BAMBOOZLE

BROTHERS

BB
Bamboozle Brothers
(Jay Cormier and Sen Lim)

Sample of play

Area Majority Worker Placement

Who are the Bamboozle Brothers?

Bamboozle Brothers consists of two guys, Sen Lim and Jay
Cormier, who have decided that designing board games is their
future. They design board games that are strong on theme,
have a high amount of social interaction and offer fresh and
innovative mechanics.

The worker placement phase is done and
everyone collects their resources.  Matt gets
the most wood since he allocated more
elves to the forest than any other player.  He
only gets one stone though because he
decided to use his other dwarves to collect
more income and to recruit more dwarves.

Everyone receives income and Matt gets 3
gold as he had 2 buildings built and one of
them had a dwarf working in it to earn it an
additional gold.  Now it’s Matt’s turn.  Matt
uses 3 wood, 1 stone and 2 metal to build a
Library. He places one of his markers on the
library of his choice on the board.

Then he spends two gold and hires a
steward for the Library.  Now Matt can use
the Library’s power which allows him to get
one card per turn for free! Matt takes his
card and ends his turn.
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2-5 60-90
min

60-90
min 10+

In - named for anAkrotiri

excavation site on the modern-day
island of Santorini - players are
ancient Greek seafarers searching
for hidden temples in hopes of
uncovering clues to the location of
the lost city of Atlantis.

By placing tiles and expanding the
uncharted waters of the
Mediterranean, players seek out
the temples and Atlantis using a
unique mechanic that ensures no
two games are the same.

But in order to find these temples
and Atlantis itself, players must also
be adept at trading and shipping as
expeditions on the Mediterranean
are costly! Plays with up to 5
players, but is best with 3-4.

Contents:
- 1 Starting board
- 56 Tiles
- 36 Map Cards
- 5 Player Aids
- 1 Boat and 6 Temples in 5 colours
- 28 Resource cubes
- 1 Market board
- 24 Rumour Tokens

AKROTIRI

The Blue Player thinks he found a temple using this
Map card!

He sends his boat to an island and shows how
there is 1 Tree to the West, 2 Volcanos to the East
and 2 Mountains to the south of his location.
There’s a temple here!  He’s one step closer to
finding Atlantis!

Designed by
Jay Cormier and Sen Lim



1-6 10-30
min

10-30
min 6+

The Junkyard is the frantic and
fun-filled stacking game where
junk piles rise high but tensions
rise even higher.

Each player builds their own
junk pile out of oddly shaped
blocks that their opponent’s
have challenged them to use.
Should you place that piece to
make your junk pile more stable
or make it taller? While a stable
structure will keep you in the
game longer, it’s the tallest junk
pile that wins! With just these
components you can play many
different variants, each having
their own distinct challenges
and rewards.

Components:
- 48 wooden pieces
- 4 wooden bases
- 48 cards
- string / measure

Designed by
Jay Cormier and Sen Lim

the

they place
a block

if a pile
falls

tallest
pile

wins!

you play
a card



2 20-30
min

20-30
min 8+

Rack Your Brains features
unique blocks with one of four
different icons on each side. To
place a block, the icons must
match on all sides that it
touches.

An icon on one side of a block
is always the same on its
opposite side, making for
interesting challenges. You can
score from the structure by
viewing your two sides or the
top. You don’t want to give your
opponent any points!

Intriguing game play that will
certainly rack your brain!

Components:

-32 cubes with icons
-5 purple void cubes
-20 scoring tokens

Designed by
Jay Cormier & Shad Miller

Place a cube into the
4x4x4 structure so all
icons match on all sides.

Get 3 of the
same colour or
shape in a row -
on either side
facing you or on
top.

Take the appropriate
token (which decrease
in value) when making

3 in a row. When only 5
tokens remain, the

game is over and the
player with the most

points wins!

Getting 3 in a row will rack your brain!

RACK BRAINYOUR

3

2

2

3

3

2

2 1



IN THE HALL OF THE

MOUNTAIN KING

2-4 45 75-
min

45 75-
min 10+

In the Hall of the Mountain King
has players getting more and
more resources and abilities as
the game progresses, yet it still
doesn’t seem like enough time
to do everything you want to do!
Players hire Trolls and add
them to their own Trollsmoot,
which activates it as well as
every troll underneath it. Using
resources collected, players
build rooms in their mountain
out of one of three materials.
When a room touches the
bottom of the mountain, they
uncover a statue and now must
use carts to move them up,
room by room as high as
possible in their mountain.

Components:

� 4 double sided mountain board
� 4 double sided starting strips
� 60 room pieces
� 24 statues (8 in 3 colours)
� 35 Stone, 30 Iron, 25 Marble
� 30 Gold
� 40 Carts
� 25 Runes
� 15 Hammers
� 16 Spell cards
� 36 Shrine tokens

Designed by
Jay Cormier & Graeme Jahns

Hire Trolls and add to your Trollsmoot, activating it
and every troll underneath it.

Use resources to build rooms, cast spells, activate
shrines and gather statues. Use carts to move

statues higher up the mountain.

Pay tribute by carrying statues in your mountain as high as possible.
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